AFTERMARKET SERVICES
• Products • Services • Parts
• Operation • Maintenance

SPARE AND
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Inventories of critical components
are located in strategic locations across
the U.S. and include:
Engines
Compressors
Coolers and other support equipment
Valves and instruments
Turbines and turbochargers

INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
Consignment programs put spare parts into
inventory at the customer location
Parts kitting programs bundle parts
for defined mechanical tasks

TECHNICIAN
CERTIFICATION PROGRAMS
OEM training for engines and compressors
Ongoing Health, Safety and Environment
(HSE) training

AFTERMARKET SERVICES

EXTEND EQUIPMENT LIFE

We’re Driven to Propel Your Productivity

Energy booms come and go, populations ebb and flow, and processes evolve. But through
it all, Archrock maintains its strong presence at the top of the compression service business
to serve you wherever you are. We operate the most horsepower in the nation, providing
ever more efficient and productive compressor packages. We maintain a robust roster of
the most experienced, highly trained and strategically positioned field technicians and
other service personnel, all with safety at the forefront. Our safety program focuses on
ensuring an incident-free workplace is a critical factor in all we do, in the shop, in the field,
on the road, everywhere.
All Archrock employees are trained to execute their jobs with our customers’ business
goals front and center, and to work safely at all times. We work to ensure your repairs
are done right the first time and the parts you need are always at hand. That’s how we
deliver your uptime.

OEM REPRESENTATIVE FOR:
· Air-X
· Ariel
· Frick
· Kimray

· Ajax
· Caterpillar
· GE Gemini
· Murphy

· Altronic
· Dresser-Rand
· Ingersoll-Rand
· GE Waukesha

Archrock is a platinum participant in
GE’s Gas Compression Power Packager
Program. This means we can provide
customers with faster access to genuine
Waukesha factory parts and expertly
trained technicians.

We Power
America.
Efficiently.
Expediently.
Continuously.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS AND RESPONSIVE,
COMPREHENSIVE SUPPORT
Archrock provides the services needed to keep gas compressor fleets working, from
emergency call-out repairs to preventive maintenance to field overhauls. As the company
with the largest fleet of compression equipment in the United States, we are experienced
and adept at maintaining and repairing compression assets.

PARTS SERVICES
Since your business is our priority, Archrock makes sure you have access to the full range of
parts needed for maintenance, repair and overhaul of your oil & gas compression equipment.
We do this by maintaining large inventories in or near every major oil & gas producing
region in the U.S. We can even keep your most used parts readily available on your location.
For your natural gas compressors and gas powered industrial engines, we offer new, used,
remanufactured, OEM and aftermarket parts. In fact, we are a distributor for a wide range
of OEMs.
Archrock offers more than warehouses full of gas compression valve parts and natural gas
compression fittings. Together, we’ll develop a custom solution to manage your parts needs,
starting with spares supply for planned maintenance and contingencies.

FIELD SERVICES
Maximizing the uptime for customers requires flexible, versatile and highly skilled field
service technicians as well as firm preventive and predictive maintenance practices.
When you partner with Archrock, you can expect responsive compressor service, expert
diagnosis, readily available parts support and official documentation of work, all providing
you industry-leading uptime.
Whether you need a more thorough, planned, gas compression maintenance schedule, a
complete compressor overhaul, or a swing engine analysis, no one is better equipped, as
well-trained or more strategically positioned than Archrock.

REPAIR, OVERHAUL
AND REMANUFACTURE
FOR UPTIME
Engine overhauls
Swing engines
Revamp
Precision balancing
Engine block repairs
Compressor rebuilds
Piping, vessel & structural repair
Thermal coatings
Sandblasting & painting
Electrical & control board repair

SHOP SERVICES
From repairing functional issues to a complete overhaul, Archrock’s shop services teams
can rework your equipment to ensure it is operating at peak performance. Here you will find
the industry’s most experienced team of engineers, technicians and service professionals,
most of whom have spent time in the field and on location. They know what is demanded
of your engines and compressors, as well as what they’re up against. Whether you need
a compressor repaired, revamped or rebuilt; or you have valves that need to be analyzed,
or an engine overhauled; whatever you need to get you the compression you require for
optimum productivity, turn to the team that daily maintains and optimizes the largest
compressor fleet in the nation.
Everyone on the Archrock team understands your priorities. You have business to conduct
and production numbers to meet, and every minute your equipment is down is costly.
Which is why you turn to Archrock. No team is better equipped to handle your maintenance
and repair needs.

Cooler restoration

®
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Visit archrock.com for a complete list of Archrock
local office and shop addresses.
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THE PEOPLE AND TOOLS THAT DELIVER UPTIME
We provide consistent, reliable natural gas compression and related services to oil and gas operations
all across the United States. We employ the industry’s largest fleet of compressor packages and
produce unmatched compression availability to keep your business moving forward.
We are Archrock and our history, through legacy companies, extends more than 65 years, as far back
as outsourced natural gas compression itself. As needs and applications for gas compression have
evolved over the years, Archrock people have been there making sure our customers experience
maximum uptime.
Our customers benefit from the fact that we have the largest fleet in the United States, well-established
relationships with OEM manufacturers and distributors, and an unmatched aftermarket parts and
service capability. We are strategically located where our clients need us, and offer more operating
horsepower and capabilities than any other organization.
This, coupled with our first-in-class customer service, make us the leading provider of natural gas
contract compression services, including parts and repair services, in the United States and ensures
you benefit from the highest degree of service availability possible.
Ask your Archrock sales representative for more information, or visit us at archrock.com.
Corporate Office		
9807 Katy Frwy, Suite 100		
Houston, TX 77024		
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